Chiropractic Is On The Move

This year another 2,500,000 people will consult a Chiropractic doctor for the first time. In Louisiana another 20,000 people will start Chiropractic care and discover that...HEALTH DOES COME FROM WITHIN...that the body was designed to heal itself when it has no interference to the normal distribution of nerve force. LIFE FORCE... These 20,000 people will be able to discontinue taking nerve pills, pain pills, sleeping pills, and on and on pills... they will find the answer to one of life’s most perplexing problems. They will get well the NATURAL WAY and will tell others about their wonderful experience. Many of these will think that their chiropractor has performed a miracle, but their chiropractor will make such claims because he knows that the only way to real lasting health is by allowing Nature full play in the body, and when this is done, health is the NATURAL RESULT. No miracles, just plain common every day occurrences in the Chiropractic offices across the country.

YOU TOO CAN BE ONE OF THESE LUCKY ONES: Yes... you, and your loved ones, and your neighbors can become part of the great HEALTH WAVE that is sweeping the nation. All you have to do is to take advantage of the FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION AND X-RAY PROGRAM. You too can be released from the slavery of habitual drugging. You, and all of your sick friends can return to the ranks of happy, productive, healthy individuals. Most people do not realize 98% of all the people who come to Chiropractic have been to the medics first, and have made the rounds of hospitals, clinics, and taken all the drugs and poisons prescribed to no avail, and after all the expense and suffering, they come to Chiropractic as the court of last resort, and even in the face of all these odds, chiropractors have been able to get good results in better than 90% of these patients after all that medicine could do and failed!

FOR BETTER HEALTH AT LOWER COST

DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO FIND THE CAUSE OF YOUR ILLNESS. DO NOT BE LEFT OUT. CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT FOR FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION AND X-RAYS NOW THROUGH JUNE 30TH.

Jagneaux Chiropractic Office

2430 MOSS ST.
PHONE 232-5863 OR 235-0204

Mon., Wed. & Fri. 7:00-12:00 & 2:00-6:00
Tues. & Sat. 7:00-12:00

DR. WILLIE JAGNEAUX
"The Cajun Chiropractor"